Why CBI & Forcepoint

CBI has a dedicated Professional Services team focused on delivering Forcepoint’s human-centric cybersecurity solutions – from assessment to strategy to integration to management of the end solution. Together, CBI and Forcepoint can help you drive your business outcomes using the entire solutions portfolio to create visibility into user activity and behaviors to better secure your workforce.

DYNAMIC USER PROTECTION
Provides rich visibility into user activity to quickly identify and mitigate risky behaviors from compromised users

Use Cases
User activity monitoring • Continuous user risk evaluation • Insider fraud detection • Insider threat detection • Privileged user monitoring • Credential abuse detection • Identification of bad leavers • Exonerate employees of wrongdoing • Risk initiated incident response and automated workflows • Complete view of user interactions from device to the edge

Insider Threat, Behavioral Analytics, Unified Endpoint (F1E) • Dynamic User Protection

DYNAMIC DATA PROTECTION
Delivers risk-adaptive, unified data and intellectual property protection for hybrid and multi-cloud enterprises

Use Cases
Gain visibility into data inventory • Data classification and audit of access and data usage • Achieve regulatory compliance (e.g. GDPR, CA-Privacy) • Automated IP protection from sophisticated insider threats and nation state attacks • Prevent the accidental sharing of sensitive information • Protect customer data • Import/export control protection

Data Loss Prevention, Cloud Access Security Broker, Unified Endpoint (F1E)

DYNAMIC EDGE PROTECTION
Enables cost-effective network protection against advanced threats, while securing remote users with zero-trust direct-2-cloud connectivity

Use Cases
Enable direct-to-cloud connectivity and security for remote offices • Unified web, network and cloud security policy management • Remote office/user threat protection • Zero-Trust cloud access • Web security and filtering • Cloud app workload security • Encrypted traffic inspection and advanced malware detection • Reducing security cost/complexity

Web Security • Next Gen Firewall • CASB • Email Security, Web Security, Enterprise Firewall & DD-WAN, Emerging SASE market

CBI understands how your security risks change and compound at every stage of the digital transformation journey, and our relationship with Forcepoint translates into exclusive access to rapid-response technical support and a dedicated team of fully-trained Forcepoint experts all working directly for you. With CBI, the team you see is the team you get.

Contact for More Information

Kurt Hardy
Director of Professional Services | CBI
khardy@cbisecure.com | 586.945.3948

Jeff Zivkovic
Senior Channel Account Manager | Forcepoint
Jeff.zivkovic@forcepoint.com | 440.725.2558
We invite you to talk to us, engage with us, and let us help generate the needed dialogue to plot the unique, tailored path to help ensure your data is secure, compliant and available.

Certifications & Awards
Forcepoint Platinum Level Partner
Forcepoint named CBI a Rising Star Partner of the Year for 2019

About Forcepoint
Forcepoint is the global cybersecurity leader for user and data protection. Forcepoint’s behavior-based solutions adapt to risk in real-time and are delivered through a converged security platform that protects network users and cloud access, prevents confidential data from leaving the corporate network, and eliminates breaches caused by insiders.

About CBI
CBI manages IT risk and ensures your data is secure, compliant, and available. No matter your industry our Subject Matter Experts, tailored assessments and custom solutions help safeguard your organization’s information. Our proven process helps you manage and navigate issues that can damage your business and reputation.

A²IM Methodology
CBI’s process is based on 30 years of proven approaches and solutions. We listen first, bring our decades of experience to your challenges, and ensure the solutions we deliver will work for your current and future needs.

Prioritize
- SKILLS GAP ASSESSMENT
- TOOLS ANALYSIS & RATIONALIZATION
- PROGRAM REVIEW
- ASSET IDENTIFICATION
- DATA CLASSIFICATION
- 3RD PARTY VENDOR RISK
- ENTERPRISE RISK ASSESSMENT

Automate
- STRATEGY ROADMAP
- INTEGRATION PLAN
- FRAMEWORK
- COMPLIANCE REPORT
- RECOMMENDATIONS
- IMPROVE CULTURE
- REMEDIATE
- INTEGRATE
- CSM
- MANAGED SERVICES
- DETECT & RESPOND
- CUSTOMIZED REPORTING
- ONGOING ROI
- SOAR

If you suspect an incident, contact us right away • 800.747.8585 • help@cbisecure.com

CBI is a leading cybersecurity advisor to many of the world’s top tier organizations. Founded in 1991, CBI provides innovative, flexible and customizable solutions that help ensure data is secure, compliant and available. We engage in an advisory-led approach to safeguard our clients against the ever-changing threat landscape—giving them comprehensive visibility into their entire security program and helping them avoid cyber challenges before they can impact their data, business and brand. We are dedicated to the relentless pursuit of mitigating risks and elevating cybersecurity for a multitude of industries and companies of all sizes.